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Let us know in the chat:

1. Who are you?
2. Why are you here?



Prologue
The gardens are a 
cooperative 
project between 
the American 
Indian 
Community 
Housing 
Organization and 
the Duluth Public 
Library.

Jun. 2, 2021



Prologue

“It will not be a toy garden with 
terracotta teacup flowers, 
but a real garden,”

Los Angeles City Librarian Charles 
Fletcher Lummis in 1906 about 
plans for a rooftop garden, quoted 
on page 147



Prologue
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Americans love (and fund) 
libraries for three reasons:
1. Transformative potential 

of reading
2. Useful nature of 

information
3. Community building 

capacity of public space
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American Library Association. 
(2018). From awareness to 
funding: Voter perceptions and 
support of public libraries in 
2018. https://bit.ly/2RKJSU4

https://bit.ly/2RKJSU4
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Let's G.O.! (Get Outside) Book 2012



Shaping forces



Shaping forces

April 2021 newsletter
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Shaping forces

Learn more: D’Arpa, C., Lenstra, 
N., & Rubenstein, E. (2020). 
Growing Food at and through the 
Local Library: An Exploratory 
Study of an Emerging Role. 
In Roles and Responsibilities of 
Libraries in Increasing Consumer 
Health Literacy and Reducing 
Health Disparities. Emerald 
Publishing Limited.



Shaping forces
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America’s 17,000+ public libraries employ nearly 145,000 individuals. 
ALL OF THEM ARE POTENTIAL PARTNERS
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Semi-Structured interviews with individuals from organizations that have worked with public 
librarians on community-based Healthy Eating and Active Living initiatives 

# Interviews
Library front-lines 44
Library leadership 25
Total 69Grant # RE-246336-OLS-20
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Up to now, what have been your experiences working 
with public libraries or librarians around nature or 
outdoor-related initiatives, of any sort? 

Or, if you’re a librarian, how have you worked with 
partners on nature or outdoor-related initiatives?
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“[When] the book bike comes, 
people are reminded that we have a 
bike trail system that allows the 
library to come see us using their 
bike. 
Having a librarian ride their book 
bikes: They're wearing their bicycling 
gear - really helps remind the public 
that everybody can be healthy” 
Head of Main Street Organization
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Re-imaging our 
libraries as places 
made by our 
communities!!
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Partner evolution in thinking about public libraries
• Stage 1: Library => Book Repository
• Stage 2: Library => Resource / Space to Use

(Always there, people turn to it, stable, trusted)
• Stage 3: Librarian => Partner

(We work together to figure out what to do = Collective Impact)

My question to you:
HOW CAN WE GET TO STAGE 3, FASTER!?!?!

My research has found:
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If you want to do something with public librarians

They need to be at the table from DAY 1

If you’re trying to connect with them on DAY 70, 
you’re too late…

Research, Summary



Pandemic -> Outside

Outdoor library programs offered by rural public libraries during 
COVID-19 Pandemic in Summer 2020. Learn more in: 
Lenstra, N. & D’Arpa, C. (2021). Reimagining public library programming during a 
pandemic. IFLA Journal. DOI: 10.1177/03400352211023076



Join us!

• Rural Active Living Work 
Group focusing on “public 
libraries as physical activity 
promotion partners”

• Monthly meetings – all 
welcome to join –
lenstra@uncg.edu

https://papren.org/papren-work-
groups/rural-active-living-work-group/

mailto:Lenstra@uncg.edu
https://papren.org/papren-work-groups/rural-active-living-work-group/


Learn more
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Thank you!

Noah Lenstra
Assistant Professor of Library and 

Information Science at University of 
North Carolina at Greensboro

lenstra@uncg.edu
@NoahLenstra

@LetsMoveLibrary

http://letsmovelibraries.org/
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Based on today’s conversations, what would you like 
to do with librarians to promote access to nature, 
greenspaces, and the outdoors? 

What would you need to make that happen?


